Frank H. Netter, MD School of Medicine at Quinnipiac University

Our campus in North Haven, CT

Our OSR
We currently have 4 OSRs, one per class. Our OSRs work closely with Student Affairs and the Class Councils to come up with interesting new projects to improve student wellness and the overall student experience at Netter!

Most Impactful Project
Peer Fellows - We now have students receiving dozens of calls each week from their own peers, acting as a social safety net, advocating for student concerns before the administration, and connecting students with resources to succeed in medical school.
Other Projects
We’ve worked with OSRs from University of Washington, UCSF, and USC to start a campaign highlighting current policy proposals affecting healthcare, especially in regards to the Affordable Care Act, which has engaged more than 2000 medical students across the country. We conducted a survey about medical student attitudes about taking Step 1 during or after core clerkships (results available on OSR Questionnaire web site). We put together a document to help rising third year students help choose core clerkship sites. Finally, we have pushed for a larger emphasis on student wellness and easier access to mental health resources for students.

Contact the OSR at Netter School of Medicine:
1. Ben Cramer (benjamin.cramer@quinnipiac.edu)
2. Karen de Wolski (karen.dewolski@quinnipiac.edu)
3. Elliott Fox (elliot.fox@quinnipiac.edu)
4. Alexis Lee (alexis.lee@quinnipiac.edu)

AAMC/NEOSR Contacts
To be featured in a future NEOSR Spotlight, contact the Regional Chair, Sandy Rao:

- Sandy Rao (NEOSR Chair): sandhya.rao.med@dartmouth.edu
- Grant Lin (OSR Chair): grantlin@stanford.edu
- Diana Lautenberger (OSR Director): dlautenberger@aamc.org